
rangefinders
TACTICAL LASER

VIVID DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY (VDT)™

n   Boosted light transmission and 
resolution for razor-sharp views.

n   Vivid, legible distance readings in 
all lighting conditions.

n   Four user-adjustable brightness 
settings.

We invented handheld laser rangefinder 

technology and have pioneered nearly 

every major advancement in the category. 

our lineup represents the absolute 

pinnacle of accuracy and reliability – 

for the highest stakes on earth. 

ONE SHOT. ONE CHOICE.  
THE WORLD LEADER IN  

LASER RANGEFINDER  
TECHNOLOGY. Range: 5–1600 yards

Power/Obj: 7x 26mm

205112

Elite® 1600 arc™

The premier instrument for marksmen of 
uncompromising standards, accurate to the 
yard to 1,600 yards with a bright VDT display 
and the power of Bushnell ARC.

Range: 5–1300 yards
Power/Obj: 6x 21mm 

201965 
201966 (camo)

G-force™ 1300 arc™

Equipped with our new E.S.P. (Extreme Speed 
Precision) turboprocessor for peak accuracy and 
unrivaled speed. Provides bullet-drop in .1 Mil, 
MOA or inches and includes bright VDT display 
and waterproof construction.

ANGLE RANGE COMPENSATION (ARC)
Delivers the compensated distance based 
on your angle with +/- 1-yard accuracy and 
precise bullet-drop/holdover information  
for your caliber and load.

376 Yards
-33° Angle / 28" Holdover

designed and engineered in the USA

Range: 10–1760+ yards
Power/Obj: 8x 32mm

202308
Range: 10–1760+ yards
Power/Obj: 10x 42mm

202310

FUSION™ 1 MILE
The pinnacle of viewing and rangefinding precision 
with super-premium binocular optics and ARC technology  
accurate to 1,760 yards. In 8x 32, 10x 42, and 12x 50 configurations. 
Provides bullet-drop/holdover in .1 Mil, MOA or inches. Rifle mode 
provides line-of-sight, angle and bullet-drop/holdover up to 199 inches.

Range: 10–1760+ yards
Power/Obj: 12x 50mm

202312

202310

202308

Range: 5–1000 yards
Power/Obj: 6x 21mm 

202355 
202356 (camo)

scout™ DX 1000 arc™

Accurate to 1,000 yards with ESP's extremely 
fast target acquisition and bullet-drop read out 
in .1 Mil, MOA or inches. It’s the optimum  
blend of lightweight compact sizing and  
performance with a waterproof construction. 

202312

  
Matrix Display Technology dramatically improves contrast, clarity, and light 
transmission for rapid, positive identification. This new technology allows for visible 
ranging displays while not sacrificing true color fidelity in all lighting conditions.

1110


